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About This Game

VilleTown is a City-Building Tower Defense game, where the player researches Technologies, Artifacts, and special Powers to
help grow, expand, and defend their VilleTown fr 5d3b920ae0
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Made a village -Assigned No one to defend it -Wolves came and destoryed everything On the flip side it's fun Would rate str8
8/8 m8. One of the worse games i've ever played, difficult to understand what is going on. refunded the game.. I love this game
if you are not sure cheek out my youtube channel: https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCdQTASa6wNwjB41ZgTQ8Pg. The
game would be difficult to understand without the tutorial, but it does a good job of explaining the various names, pictures and
buttons. The the music goes well with the game and swithces up a lot, keeping the ears happy. The music text and also seem to
fit the 8-bit style. Speaking of which, the 8-bit designs used for the various sprites and buildings makes the game seem so simple
despite having a good amount of detail. In other words, the graphics don't take away from the game at all and you can still tell
what everything is, even from far away. The gameplay istelf is very addicting and I find that the more I fail, the more I want to
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keep playing to see how far I can get. The random events that occur add to the flow of the game and make sure there aren't
many dull moments. The goal of the game is to protect your village from different enemies every winter (cool that concept
itself) and the fact that you can research things and improve your buildings and population makes it more complex than a
normal survival game. All in all, "VilleTown" is an unique, old-school looking tower defense game that keeps you playing
constantly with real-time changing seasons. Thumbs up, very addicting.. The game's alright. You build a small village and get
attacked wave after wave and try to survive while upgrading tech, buildings, and workers. I think the price is fine for what it is..
Not happy with the game. Its a decent concept. Needs to be smothed out better and more developed. Tutorial is lacking. I'd pay
99 cents for it maybe. I've spent 30 minutes and I'm bored already and somewhat confused. ALSO! SAVE MY SOUND
SETTINGS! OMFG. I'm watching a show, and get defeated, and them BAM full blast music from the game blasting out. This is
enough to make me ask for a refund. You can actually get stuck on the tutorial.. Not happy with the game. Its a decent concept.
Needs to be smothed out better and more developed. Tutorial is lacking. I'd pay 99 cents for it maybe. I've spent 30 minutes and
I'm bored already and somewhat confused. ALSO! SAVE MY SOUND SETTINGS! OMFG. I'm watching a show, and get
defeated, and them BAM full blast music from the game blasting out. This is enough to make me ask for a refund. You can
actually get stuck on the tutorial.. I love this game if you are not sure cheek out my youtube channel:
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